Ref. 3. )
In closing, we note that the important role played by the recombination phonons stems from the fact that they are generated at a great rate, i.e. , of order I» and that P is relatively large and comparable with~& '. As a result, the phonons produced by the recombination of the injected quasiparticles will themselves create quasiparticles at a rate comparable with Ip On the other hand, it may be possible to minimize the effects of the phonons by carrying out a pulse experiment. For times small compared with Tg, the number of recombination phonons will be negligible and thus the initial decay rate of a pulse of injected quasiparticles will be determined solely by &p.
We We use the Dyson-Ma, leev transformation'
to write the Heisenberg Hamiltonian in terms of boson operators as S =S-a a in the usual notation.
The susceptibility is P 8YSI CAL RK V I K%" LETTERS and can be written as( (i.e. , backward) line. This sum is conveniently expressed in terms of the t matrix, which is the sum of all ladder diagrams with no hole lines, since a hole line will be needed to close two free ends of the ladder to obtain a diagram for Z(k, u) (see Fig. 1 ). For kT«ek one has e (T) =e +Z'(k, e ), and energy width, 
where D=-3cos-, 'k-g cosX.-ie. ((u) =e +Z"'(k), which is always less than ek, as expected.
We find that the upwards renormalization of the spin-wave energy is compensated by the small amount of weight in Imp+ (k,~) at the bound states in just such a way that Eg. (14) obtains.
Finally, we should comment on the range of validity of our results~First of all, the energy shift is only given by Z'(k, ek) when that function does not vary rapidly with +. This will be true except very near the edge of the zone. Accordingly we estimate that Z'(k, ek)
can only be interpreted as the energy shift for 180'-k~0(T~~2), which for k7*/ZS = 2 gives k &178'. Also our calculations neglect processes involving the simultaneous interaction of three or more spin waves. Again such effects VOLUME 
